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On your back the destination
you walk all your life toward,

taking the moraines
and crevasse after bleeding crevasse,

in this deep space
(dot dot dot, dash dash dash, dot dot dot)
your eye has the faraway mountain

of silent rain,
your vision hand
holds each thing in its place
and a slowwandering herder waits

for you to come back
to yourself, the palace determined.
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since yesterday i spoke

i rode the rapids
i lived you and i
folded into the desert

flyirg the long circle

under our selves

this one horse freedom
brought down from god

for the other lunatics

here is the thing

you can't help yourself through
trading with the powerful owl

looking at maps

that are not proof

truth walks but where
your shadow is the bridge
we hear so much about
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tlre marriage ofheaven and hell

must be spelled correctly
and

with blood

to be truly joined

the waiting is thunderous
such long years where the crows realign
because a favour must start somewhere

beyond life nowhere else
is as meaningless

with a reason

what is our point
when every knife

turns its blade on itself
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fifteengriefs

I

it came

,,

the hole in holiness

3

the final bids

i closed my eyes

b^rg to your disappointment

5

what can'we do with what'we can do now

a drought walked and you were sure of angels

going through your pockets for the same ernptiness
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as

exactly one lifetime is accrued but nothing is accurate

let's be precise

sport is the word you use when nothing else describes what was lost

IO

i worked and i worked and i worked at somethitg surely

II
he brewed his beer out of bitterness and fed

it to the geese

I2

they found me on the floor

two days after i was born again

13

and the day before is always unfinished

r4
a rock overwhelms the silence

it

makes

r5
as

if life depends (on things)
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we look at each otlrer

every one in the world can

by the sorrow"ful river

interpret the unconscious
swallow of a heart

descend to the shore
and wave ourselves goodbye

god is not a door

in our mouths

tonight the sky is better
to give than to receive
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noword
there is no word from the trees

its sixteen weeks since we buried you
and the watching is just comfort for now

citizens of grass
we look across the same empfy attachment

that yet another army of desire fails to pin down

the dead trees continue to reach for never

if you remember the privilege of the curse
that we are still here
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the goat and tlre reason

life becomes

a

fable again

the goat sits down with the lamb

the cousin marries at last
and we are not the wanderers

in this crossing a danger smiles
a couple is no other woman

be difficult for

it and don't

the truth is a hole in the rain

for a thousand years
we kept a prophet for breakfast

spooning through the have-nots

to make reasons for ourselves
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things must not corne to light

things must not come to light
things must be made
and things must be contained in others

for purpose to have any reason at all

lives must contain many deaths
and lives must state the obvious

to be made into living

blood must be a clich6
blood must be for something
and blood must need for more

than itself to run

water is excused
water must make more decisions
and water has to give and give

to really be up to something

rock contains all things
rock lives in all of us
a

rock must give of its own accord

to have the proof we need
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that air has given up
and has forgotten and must remember

to aim high and deep
to collect itself

a

as another

matter

voice must once have been

and voices must be voices
a

voice must be discovered a thousand years from now

and have detritus brushed from its face

so touch must be the

truth

touch will have to begin
or we will disappear

to find another language
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love is a selfish

life

for the pu{pose of travel
in an unowned body

and a view of the stars

from the stars

the form I can't contain
contains all of you

aprize plan

I climb from and into

love is a selfish life
a

furniture expressed

by a self-important

a space

orbit

for leaves

letters
masterpieces of sunlight

a corner made

from a straight line

and every reliable loss
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the problemis

trees like us
are already dead

i am left on your own
where we are all in

but you are not the thing
,you so want to be

you repeat what you are
and send your self down

where trees like us
are not reached

that same head

will get you no higher

or in far enough

to solve this life
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the fourthings ilearned &omyou
and how i got about

it

being a realwife of masses

like most slaves are
such as days are slave to their name
and as a square holds out a hole

in this legend we have no hero
the bricks of our prison are pure lryht
trees on the border who helped us escape
are now together us

superstition is form
on the back ofyour hand

what future you preyed for is dpng

to make this beautiful border

yes further to

truth

is what happens

i hate you i hate you
says someone

in love

through the mouth of a bird

and the foot that disturbs peace
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is the root caught breaking

pulling its beard with precipitation

lyrrg to us

four futures ago'we came
running from the ground and out
holding tongues without sunlight
after more future we tired

forests ignite
cairns and ablutions

fourteen' thousand of you

eruptions lit with glass and moon
and the

little

angels who

work so hard

new old has dried up
and songs of snails
dream in your ears while you run

from this sleep to sleeping

stars fall down
and you neYer learn
a

knock at the door

means you're already in
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